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1. The power of truth is able to transform our whole existence
and the world around us
Truth is the greatest thing that exists, together with true love.
There is nothing greater than what we can discover in life thanks to
them. There is no peace without truth. Nothing can fill us with the
meaning of existence if we do not seek the Truth, if we do not want the
Truth, if we do not transform ourselves into better and more spiritually
evolved beings together with the Truth that enters and transforms us. No
life can live without Truth, because without it there is no death but only
an existence without existence. To the extent that one is filled with Truth
one is more alive, to the extent that one moves away from the Truth one
is more dead.
There is not a world made just for you, the world is for everyone, but
you live really only to the extent that others really count for you,
otherwise you are only passengers in this world without leaving traces in
front of the Sky that remain at your reward and glory forever. Are you
real or are you an envelope of something that is not there? Are you or
are you not there? From the truth of this, at the end of your life, eternity

will depend. Are you made for a better life and that leaves you amazed
by wonder? Or do you want to run away for fear of the Divine Love that
you know little yet, and that frightens you because you've never known it
as a baptized in the Holy Spirit and Fire? I am sorry for you if you want
to leave, because you will discover that there is nothing but the infinite in
these words that will follow, and you would have lost it to remain in the
dead and sterile world of ever that will never satisfy the thirst of infinity
of your heart. Now you know the truth, choose. You want to continue and
discover the true world hidden behind your eyes, but present before you
without realizing it, the true world that in Christ reveals itself before your
eyes because you understand where you come from, you understand who
you are and you understand where are you going? Now the choice is
yours, I'm moving forward.
The Kingdom of Heaven is similar to a child who lives among you, who is
always with you, but who wants you to watch and learn to see the world
with His eyes. He is a God, he is God, and you know very well who he is.
Underestimate what I tell you and you will never learn to amaze yourself
with the wonders of the Father like Him. He is a child. You are adults, but
the Gospel says that you do not enter the Kingdom of Heaven if you do
not make yourself as small as a child. The way you relate to things
determines your truth about things, and this should be approached as a
child who always amazes and plays with what life offers, if you do not
want to forget who you are and lose the kingdom of Heaven that is
within you. There is no way to enter the kingdom of outer Skies if you do
not live it within yourself. Otherwise the prison of your life will be your
world that you have enslaved to your thinking.

2. Love is the driving force that gives new life and resurrection to
everything
It is in Love that you are alive, truly alive, raised to the fullness of
Life. There is not only the soul mate to fill the void that is in your heart.
If you do not love you, you do not receive Love. If you do not understand
and follow Love, it will be little present in your personal life. You are the
soul mate of all your brothers and sisters who are waiting for your true
Love. You are the Love that lacks in this world for the world to be better
and perfect. It is not from you that the Life comes, but the presence of

God within you waits to be liberated to take in God all of yourself and the
whole world and transform it divinely. And with this happiness will be
your normality. You do not have to love the world, but you with God,
together with God. It will not be your poor love of creatures who have
been drawn to existence by the dust to bring divine love into the world.
But together with God who dwells within you and with you, you will bring
yourself and the world back to the divinity and marvelous beauty of
communion and union with Paradise. You are nothing by yourself. God is
everything. But with God you are extraordinary beings, higher and higher
towards the angelic life already here in this earthly existence. One can
not understand Love without loving. We can not recognize divine love
and be filled without giving it. It is a Love that grows in giving it and
knowing how to give it by daily commitments. You can not wait for me to
fall on you while you watch television. Nobody knows how to truly love
without having taken the first steps in Love. Nobody learns to run if he
has not learned to walk first. And, with God, nobody learns to fly if he
has not learned to run. It is not by being loved that one truly learns
Love, this undoubtedly serves and on your way you will certainly be
loved more and more. But it is only by loving that you will truly learn
Love, and the limitation is only the divine measures, or the infinite. Seek
God in prayer and together with Him you love more and more all that
exists and is good, and the Kingdom of Heaven will dwell in your hearts
as you give Heaven to others. The world is the result of what we men are
inside of us, and therefore without you the world will be less better,
especially for you. Help God to resurrect His Creation, and rise even
more with the world that helps to resurrect. You resurrect with Love, and
therefore you must love and be useful to a more Celestial world to be
more and more a child of the Resurrection. More and more you will
discover the concrete wonders of the Love that transforms you and the
world around you, while many of you will be your brothers who will come
out of their sepulchres with you to return with you to Life. But you can
not learn without knowledge, you can not know True Life without
someone you are talking about. Keep reading...

3. To come out of false life and false knowledge of what is around
us but deceives us

Are you sure you are in the real world? To know what is the true
nature of what is in your daily life? To understand how it is close to you
and why is it present near you? Do you understand the world around
you? Or your world is the product of how you wanted to understand it in
your mind and heart, how you made it with your mistakes, but without
conceiving it and allowing it to live around you in that way that would
have given it to know and love it with the eyes of God? Are you free or
have you created a golden prison for your minds, for your hearts, for
your life? Do you know how to live the daily life in God by continuously
gathering together with Jesus, fruits for eternal life? Or do you let your
mind show you nothing but earthly and insignificant what happens to
you, what happens ... forget to be present, and life passes by you
without you having participated in the great game? Is it all dead, is
everything sterile, or do you participate and allow the life to be alive with
you in an embrace of Love more and more intoxicating and ever richer?
Do you allow yourself to be filled by life or are you allowed to empty out
little by little? Do you live in the regime of sin, losing your life little by
little, or do you live in the regime of Divine Grace and Love, conquering
eternal life beginning now?
If you died because of your sin there is only one way to resolve the
situation. You will learn to do your personal part, but now you need a
Savior who has paid for you salvation. Jesus Christ is the Savior, who
paid your death with His death, your sins with His sufferings, your
salvation with the possibility of washing the garments of the soul with
His Blood, so that His Life may be worth the ransom of your life. Without
Him you can not enter Heaven (already beginning the prelude from now)
you can not be a true (adoptive) son of God if you do not pass through
the Son of God. He is the key, He is the door, He is the entrance of the
True Life, and it is only with Him that you truly live in it. Whoever loses
his life for Me and for the Gospel will find it again, says Jesus, and
whoever holds it down will lose it. Accept Jesus Christ as your personal
Savior from your sins and problems, accept him with conviction and tell
him to wash the garments of your soul with His Blood. Tell him that you
repent of your sins with contrition of spirit and then go to confession
because your life is fully worth your salvation from sins, especially those
confessed. Confess well. Do you want the Holy Spirit? Do you want Divine
Grace? Ask him often as you pray and ask him as you do Eucharistic

communion, and here you will be passed from death to life, from the
regime of the flesh to that of the Spirit, and over time you will learn how
to handle life according to the Spirit and not according to the flesh.
The old world around you is not too friendly, does not think about the
salvation of your soul much , and so it can be dangerous sometimes for
you, because it is used to love you according to the flesh because of your
having lived according to the flesh together with them for many years.
Trust little spiritually, but love the same, waiting for them to love you
according to the Spirit and not according to the flesh. Do not blindly trust
them, think of being children of God and bring others to God, your world
to God with love. Do not seek salvation from the world, you give it to
others and give it to others as you learn with time . Now you must bring
your world back to God, often offering it to God, putting it into His
hands, praying that it be freed from sin in common among you, negative
bonds and because it is filled with Divine Love and Grace, because your
world made of friendly people often only according to the flesh lose his
false and sinful masks and reacquire the presence of God and His Love in
their hearts. Pray that Christ and His love reign in the hearts of the
people around you. But you follow Jesus and do not trust yourself too
much until they love you according to the Spirit, according to what you
are again. Your friend is Jesus, and He loves immensely every single
creature that is present in your world, but sometimes they can make
fear because the world is subjected to sin and the influence of the devil.
But your personal world may not be if you do these things I told you. You
do not hate and do not be afraid, but love your world and your life
companions with your prayer so that they may be freed from the power
of evil, and you will be free with them, more and more. With your
prayers, heart to heart with the Father and with Jesus, or with the most
powerful prayer that there is against the devil, or the Rosary, you can fill
the world around you with grace and the Holy Spirit, make sure that
enter the heart, soul, spirit, mind and body of yours and of those around
you. You can forgive them by praying for a long time to our Father so
that your hearts and souls are free from negative bonds and rancor,
praying that the balm of God's Love flows from above through you
towards them, as through a channel that lets the Grace and Love. Your
quarrels, your wounds, your grudges will disappear into nothingness,
they will heal, you will be redeemed you and your world, and you will
return fresh and happy like a child who has no wounds and is very happy

with life. Love and be loved, do not wait to be loved to love. Forgive and
you will be forgiven from Heaven and you will regain a beautiful
relationship with Heaven and with those in your life and also with the
personal life you live. Only a little at a time will no longer be a dangerous
love for the soul but precious for eternal life. If you act well and
prudently by doing these things a little at a time, you can hope that they
will one day save so many of your loved ones. But they must follow you,
not you. Do not be fooled by religious bigotry and by judging other
sinners and you immaculate. Avoid evil but know how to love and
appreciate life without too much rigor. Love, appreciate the world as it is
without judging, without condemning, evaluating its merits and what is
good, loving it and giving it your testimony and telling it the things you
understood without fanaticism. It is not for you to judge, it is the duty of
God alone, not ours. You can not do anything but give good because the
world is good a little at a time, and you can not wait to see the things
you like right away. But you must believe that God and Jesus and Mary,
together with the Holy Spirit, in silence, are changing things in a better
world, and you will see it with your own eyes if you live in the name of
Love. Love God and things of value with all of yourself and love yourself
in Love and love your neighbor as yourself. In this lies the whole purpose
of life, every day of life. Here is the starting point, the law to follow in the
journey, and your point of arrival. But the way you will understand it on
arrival and as you go along the path will make you realize that you have
lived (and will continue forever to live) the greatest adventure that can
exist.

4. You are called to a world concretely full of Paradise. Is Heaven
present on earth?
The world in which you live is a world full of Paradise? Is it a world
full of True, divine Life? Have you ever wondered if there is a better
world? A dream world in which you live a wonderful dream since you get
up in the morning when you fall asleep? This dream exists and is real and
possible. But you must covert yourself and do your part, every day, or
you will not find out. Is Heaven present on earth, even materially? Yes,

but it depends on you to allow it to be in your life and in the world you
know. If you love the good it enters more and more into your life. If you
love evil it enters more and more into your life. But if you love the good,
Heaven truly unites with your heart, and guides you towards the
knowledge and experience of real life. You can talk to the angels and
saints, you can talk to God and Jesus, you can talk to Mary. And you can
discover and live more and more their mystical presence in your life even
to talk to you as if they were physically present (they are really
present!). The Kingdom of Heaven is a world that enters silent and light
in your life, and engulfs you more and more in yourself until you are one
with Heaven and it will be present ever more strongly in your life. Do not
live in complicity and do not respond with complicity, be simple
respectful and direct as a child, because you have to live with the inner
simplicity of a child to experience the wonder of the encounter with God
and Heaven. Practice and persevere in practicing, and so you will allow
this to come closer and realize more and more. Try to keep away from
the things that conscience tells you that they are evil, but love and love
by believing in the immense mercy that God has for you that for him you
are precious, mercy that you must have for yourself. A mistake is
nothing, many excessive zeal to do great things from saints does not suit
you, because they were great in personal recreation in God, and you
have to do things based on what divine love has given to your faith and
to your flesh to do. It is not martyrdom and sacrifice the most important
thing, but it is to become Love in Love, to become one with Love. The
real heroism is Love before the works, those come later as a little at a
time Love has made you able to do them. But do you want divine love in
your life, or for you the poor earthly love is more divine than that of
Paradise?

5. To bring back what is external to divine beauty by replacing
what is within by the passion of Christ
If your world has no divine and heavenly beauty, it is because

inside you you have not loved it together with God and Heaven. How big
is your soul? How alive is your soul? You must bring yourself and your
world back to God. You must bring your life back into God so that it may
be redeemed and with it redeem your life together with the world around
you. Make heaven yourself to have a heavenly world around you. Resolve
yourself to understand that you must resolve your past, resolve to
understand that you must reconcile it with God. Confession has made
you receive forgiveness, but you must make many prayers in reparation
and (again) forgiveness and expiation and purification of your sins to
enter into True life. Can you say that you have a perfect and immaculate
soul like Adam and Eve before the fault? If you had it your life would be
immersed in Eden hidden in the world in which we are. But if you do not
feel immersed in a heavenly Eden, evidently you do not have a soul
redeemed very well and your sins prevent you from living this wonderful
life of the children of God. You often take the Rosary, which is the most
powerful and effective prayer, even if do not notice it immediately, or
pray to the chaplet of Divine Mercy, to free you from sin by praying for
your redemption, praying in reparation, forgiveness, atonement and
purification of your sins. Put yourself before the Crucifix and meditate
that that Jesus ascended on the Cross did not do it only for all men, but
he did it for you personally, who suffered all kinds of suffering and
torture because in him you can have the care paid for all kinds of your ills
and your faults. The whole life of Jesus is redemption, but the Passion is
the highest and most divine climax of what Jesus offers you and hopes
that you will take and want for your eternal health and happiness. Apply
your Passion, death and resurrection to every negative thing in your life.
For the nails in your hands, ask for redemption for your bad works and
pray as you can, even with so many of our Father in honor of His pierced
hands. For the wounds of your feet ask forgiveness and reconciliation for
all the times you have followed the ways of evil and not of good and true
love. For your Holy Head crowned with thorns, ask for forgiveness and
reconciliation for bad, perverse, proud, ugly, hateful thoughts, and for
how little you have used the wonderful possibilities of the mind in God
and with God. For His Sacred Heart pierced by launch after 33 years of
Love suffered for men, ask for redemption of your heart from evil, from
wickedness, from hatred, from rancor, from pride, from idols. Ask the
Immaculate Heart of Mary to fill your heart and mind with the Divine
Love of the Holy Spirit, and go on with such things often and willingly.

Jesus and Mary are Redeemer and Co-Redeemer, Saviors of our life, and
this is not an ethereal and ideological thing, it is a real thing, real and
concrete, with its concrete effects that are seen and lived as one goes
on. It is up to you to decide whether to apply yourself every day, until
you are redeemed to a much better life. If you do, you'll have it, if you
do not, you'll be left with so much less than it could give you to honor
Jesus and Mary for what they've done for you. Pray to Heart with Jesus
to love him and to ask him with respect the redemptions you are looking
for and then do the prayers of the Rosary or those that you are inspired
to do to reach, receive, welcome, assimilate redemption. If you do your
part in your redemption, what is external will improve more and more
with you, because everything is beautiful for those who are beautiful, of
the true beauty that remains forever. But this also comes together to
pray together with Jesus for the world, which is filled with divine and
heavenly and truthful love that redeems and saves. And that will make
us be loved by a more beautiful and good world around us.

6. The practice of Love leads to a new Creation
How can you rise of revelation in revelation, of glory in glory, of
knowledge in knowledge? Try to think of life as a video game created by
God, in which every new grace, revelation and blessing can be reached
with good will, with commitment, with prayer, with practicing what Jesus
teaches. level in level practicing charity and prayer, with good works.
Thus come the new blessings that God wants to give you, and by being
attentive to what Jesus brings you into your life. Take the Word as a
marvelous teaching of True Love, of Life, of Liberty, of Justice, to be
assimilated, welcomed, allowed to be transformed by It because It, the
living and working Word in us, enables us to do what It says, let us rise
in the understanding of the mysteries. Not only of bread will man live,
but of every Word that comes from the mouth of God. Eat it, it is food
for the soul.
Thanks often and easily with simple thanks repeated over and over, for
all that comes to mind to thank you for your life. The more you thank,
the more you learn to thank. Because you must be in the grace of God,
and the greatest sin of humanity is ingratitude. Do not thank little, thank

you so much. Thank Him as long as the head is united with the heart,
possessed in God by your heart, and does not wander any more without
knowing where it has been lost. Thank you until you are full of divine
grace, until you are full of love and joy, until you are in peace, up to be
in happiness and joy, until you are solar and full of the Holy Spirit. Return
your mind and your soul to the lightness of purity and clean thinking,
emptied of the negativity accumulated with negative thought. Learn
positive and trusting thought in the Father, positive thinking based on
the solid foundation of rock of faith, based on the faith that everything is
in the wise hands of God and everything in some way flows into your
eternal good. It is not a positive thought based on the sand of thought
according to the world, it is based on the Knowledge of God and His
Love. Doing these things, carrying this cross, putting the Gospel into
practice as you learn, so you purify yourself, so steps of purification in
purification, of spiritual enrichment in spiritual enrichment. Play with God
the wonderful game of Love. This is how one enters the new creation, the
recreated creation. You must begin by recreating yourself in God.
Do you want the fortifications, say the upgrades? Ask for the spiritual
graces you want infused in you. Ask the Divine Grace and the Holy Spirit.
Ask the Spirit of prayer. Ask for the infusion of Purity so pleasing to God.
Ask for the infusion of Peace. Ask the divine Love in your heart. Ask the
Wisdom of the heart. Ask for humility and charity, ask for the intellect
and discernment of the things of God. Ask for a better recreated heart, a
pure heart. Ask. God likes to give us His gifts, but you always want things
of little importance and material. However, the inner richness does not
make us miss anything in external life. Those who do not receive
anything are those to whom it is never imported of God, who pretend not
to have fault if God has not granted them while they have never fulfilled
the wishes of God, they have never prayed much.
All that exists is subjected to the Will of God, to the plan of God, above
all if we remain united to Him and try to walk in His Love and in His
Light. Everything becomes more and more understandable in the Light of
God. Everything becomes increasingly incomprehensible in the darkness.
God's program on our lives is elastic, depends on our yes, our bho , our
no. If we play we go forward in God's project, if we are lukewarm we lose
precious opportunities to move forward, to get beyond. If you say no it
regresses, and in the case of mortal sin, voluntary and guilty, the Grace
of God is lost and life is lost, and you must repent, go to confession, pray

and good things to regain the friendship of God praying in reparation and
forgiveness of guilt. This concerning the things of God. Regarding the
things of the world and of earthly life, yours must be for what is good,
which reflects the love of God possibly, which is not bad and is not
misleading, and your no must to be for what is damage to the soul.
However, one should not live in religious fanaticism as if eating
something while one would prefer to fast it be a grave sin or something
like that. Your love is your spiritual guide. Better a person rich in love of
God of a person who wants to be a superhero without having the heart
yet. You must have Love and be transformed by Love to do great things
with the right heart. All that exists is subject to the Will of God, and He
does not allow anything evil except for a greater good. However, our true
image before God is linked to our conscience, and it depends on our yes,
bho and no to what God proposes to us or asks in our lives. So
everything is under God's plan, but our free will, however much it can be
strengthened in good by doing good things, is still something on which
we decide, and this transforms our essence; and this makes us pass
more and more from imperfect destinies to more perfect destinies. It is
we who decide what end we want to give to our destiny, and the
vocation given by God and God's plan for us primarily serve to bring us
to a better and more wonderful destiny by obeying him. A destiny in
which we will truly feel fulfilled. We are co-creators of our lives, having
the freedom to decide. Let's get rid of the wrong things and embrace the
good and the right things. We forget those bad things that the world
offers and we cultivate our soul with good things. Better love songs and
films for children than very bad music and violent movies. It is better the
things of God and of religion that miserable them words and things than
those who are far from God. The film of your life will have value and
beauty to the extent that you will love and choose things of true value.

7. The risks of those who are not filled with grace and love and
who do not free themselves from their sins. Divine Love disarms
enemies.
Spiritual enemies have strength if you are afraid, if you let yourself
be dominated by fear, if you do not live in faith. Living in faith is being

"in" Christ, living within Christ. Are you inside Christ, or are you a flag in
the wind? Are you rooted in the certain Word that makes you strong and
indestructible, or is your heart too attached to other things?
Believe in Christ and believe in yourself, do not be afraid but die to evil
to live in True Life. Divine Love disarms enemies and makes them tame.
Do not think of enemies of men of flesh, but love them even if they are
sinners, separating the sin from the sinner. Love with Love without
making you steal the Love that lives in you. Love with spiritual chastity,
so as not to rob you of Virtue and Grace and Love that must continue to
live and grow in you. Do not lose your fusion with God in Grace and in
Virtue and in Love. And so love, but without losing Love. It will be the
Love that flows from above through you to placate your enemies and
make them ever better. Everyone loves, and does not hate anyone
possibly, even if it's about people you do not like very much. Let God's
Love pass through you, do not put your love of creature before God's
love that must pass through you. Do not put your self before God. Let
God love and convert through you without seeking self-affirmation and
admiration from others. It is the love of God that converts, which calls
others to the True Life. And you will be loved because this Love flows
through you and they will notice it. Reduce your ego by dint of letting the
love of God pass through, which consumes, purifies, diminishes the ego.
Do not be oppressive but limited to being a companion on the path for
others, towards Heaven. Stay with others when you have the opportunity
to accompany them in your possibilities without invading their lives, and
it is clear that you will be remembered as a person who has given clean
and pure love, and God will reward you. This is learning to be the poor in
spirit that Jesus calls blessed.
If you do not act and live in Love and goodness you could also gradually
lose yourself, and be an easier target of evil. Guard yourself and run to
Paradise bringing with you a little bit of the world, so that it may be saved
with you from the risk of hell. You are a co-savior of souls together with
Jesus if you want it, and therefore have Love for everyone and also for
those who do not like it, let it be freed from the power of the devil and
begin to raise their eyes to Heaven. Every soul that you save is a
precious treasure that you give to God, to Jesus, to Mary, and of which
you will have reward. And if you worry about the salvation of others with
prayer, with words, with testimony, with good example, with Love, your
salvation and your redemption from sins will be safer.

If you fail to be filled with God of Grace and of the Holy Spirit and Love,
if you do little or nothing for your sins, you are more vulnerable to evil,
especially with regard to serious sins, so get involved in Good.
We talk a lot about God's infinite mercy, we almost did not have to do
anything to go to heaven, almost enough to live and love life to save
ourselves. The Mercy of God is immense and is generous, it always lifts
us up if we want it, brings us back to life when we die, because of
serious sins committed. But it is a mercy that has the condition of
wanting to repent with contrition of sins, who wants us to confess, that
we put our hand in the Father's Hand and we want to convert to his
program and life project, in our possibilities, to do things that he likes.
Above all, he wants us to be people of prayer, because those who do not
pray do not live in communion with Heaven, they do not live in the Light
but in the darkness. Prayer is the greatest guarantee of salvation, if it is
done well and not all according to selfishness. The devotion to the Holy
Rosary then is a sure guarantee of salvation, because God loves
immensely those who live the devotion to His most beloved daughter,
the Mother of Jesus God. With Mary we are protected from evil and the
devil, we are loved by God with great tenderness. The Mercy of God has
containers, beyond which we can only hope to be saved by virtue of the
merits and prayers of other rather holy people who intercede for the
salvation of sinners. But gambling is not a good idea, you risk your life.
The containers of the Mercy of God are: the prayer heart to Heart with
the Trinity and the Madonna, to speak simply and with love with them
saying the beautiful things that the heart tells us. Praying the Rosary and
the chaplet of Divine Mercy, possibly every day. The devil in an exorcism
was forced into the Name of Jesus to tell the truth,and he said that there
are no people in hell who were devoted to the Rosary, and that for him
every one of them is like a blow on the head and every rosary like a
guillotine. Mary knows that she is the creature designated by God since
the Genesis in order to defeat together with her beloved children the
ancient serpent, the devil. So have respect and love and gratitude for
those people who seem humanly useless and maybe pray one Rosary
after another for the salvation of souls and many other holy things.
Furthermore, the Rosary increases us more and more in Divine Grace,
Love and Holy Spirit, it is the highway of holiness. It is the prayer with
which one easily gets every good thing that one asks as one goes on.
Then there is the confession of sins with a minister who gives absolution

in the Name of Jesus,we are washed and cleansed by the Blood of Jesus.
People who confess well feel considerably lighter after confessed, feel
reborn and pure. Then there is the Holy Mass where we listen to the
Word and the explanation of the Word and where we nourish ourselves
with the Flesh and Blood of Jesus Christ to be more and more in His
image and likeness. He is beautiful and makes us a little at a time more
and more beautiful too. Communion can offer it to God for us and for the
world, for the salvation of souls, so that divine love will fill the world. Or
to be filled with grace, love and the Holy Spirit. Better to go to Mass
every day if you are smart. And then there is the knowledge and
meditation of the Gospel and of the New Testament to put into our
(balanced) possibilities in practice, because the assimilated and lived
Word makes us live the life of the children of God fully.
These are the most important things to be sure of the Mercy of God,
together with our being too merciful and loving for others with prayers,
words and deeds. As we want mercy we must also have towards others,
especially to forgive praying to free themselves from rancor and wounds.
Outside of these things is God's righteousness. At least in some of these
things we have to commit ourselves, it goes out of our lives. Because
with the justice of God it is difficult to save oneself, and many who
believed themselves to be good people end up in hell because they have
not been able to give reason to the acceptable God of how their life has
lived. Or if they were good enough they go into purgatory, but I assure
you that you would not like to go to purgatory. So doing things said often
willingly discounts your sins and makes you easily worthy a little at a
time to go immediately to Heaven. God is good, it is Love, but it is also
right if we are not in His image and likeness (in our little one). God is
Love, but let people in purgatory or hell pay what they wanted to do with
their lives, whether it is punishment or purification. Respect our choices.
It is you who decides if you prefer to believe in God or if you prefer
things that deceive you and that are not your true good. It is you who
decides if you prefer the One who is all or if you give more importance to
what is nothing. Every day you choose whether to do the things that God
likes or choose to do little or nothing or choose those that do not do well.
What determines your life the most is your personal will and conscience.
The more you use your will, the more you grow and become strong.But
it is clear that if you do not use it and develop it remains weak, and if

you do wicked things you corrupt it and you should make prayers of
purification of conscience and also wanting penance, which is very
powerful to solve problems. Everything is under the planning and action
of God, but what you do actively, the way you personally decide to live
and act in your life, what you have done in your free will, is what you
would have of yours, defined by you. But there is also the Mercy of God
that for onewhat you have done in your free will is what you would have
been yours, defined by you. But there is also the Mercy of God that for
onewhat you have done in your free will is what you would have been
yours, defined by you. But there is also the Mercy of God that for one
Some good love, through the merits of Jesus and Mary, can give you a
much better eternal spiritual aspect. You still want to be even better step
by step with your daily possibilities of being so, and often tell God that
His will be done in you and try to live in harmony with it. You can also
offer your free will to God for His Will to act freely in you, but do not fool
yourself into thinking that it will take away your efforts and voluntary
sacrifices in order to realize it well and more fully. It would be too
convenient if He had to do everything. These things were what the
Saints did, every day they converted a little bit more. to God, to His
things, to the good, to the divine Love, in the spirit of the Gospel. You
should give a place of honor to God in your life, because the alternative
is the devil, and he is certainly not love, but he worries that the damned
sinners discover it only at the end of their lives.
All the good you do for others makes you more and more unassailable, it
fills you with grace and love, with the Holy Spirit, with God. It covers and
cancels your sins and makes them forget, it fills you with Heaven. It is
doing good that Heaven enters your life, do not be lazy and inert to wait
for the great personal illumination, reach it by force to practice.
Especially the prayer for the eternal good of others. If you love you will
be loved, however great the sins may be.

8. Sons of God and children of men
The sons of God revolve around God. The sons of men revolve
around the children of God, in ways fully known only by God. They rotate
around because through them they have life, not knowing God directly.

The children of God give priority to life towards Heaven. The sons of men
seek Heaven through other men. The sons of God are those from whom
their salvation often depends. We all have the soul and we are all
precious in the eyes of God, and our love and holiness leads others to
raise their eyes to God, to know him. In the center of one's heart and
soul all men are good (it is true!) But one understands it by force of
understanding Love, of living Love, of giving Love). We must believe in
the good hidden in all without stopping at the surface of pride and pride,
and with disinterested Love and aimed at the true good of others we
help them to let the good that is in them escape into the light of the sun
and unites them to Heaven .But we must be good and true to bring so
many others together with us to Heaven. Both types of men need to be
filled with divine love or at least heavenly and not materialism and sin.
But the children of men need that in the world there are children of God
who live in the Light and not in sin, to be more easily taken by the Light
that saves and that makes them go in good and holy directions, to
awaken and become children of God really. The difference between the
two types of men is what gives priority. Do you think more about God or
more about life in the world? Jesus said that we are the light that
illuminates the world, and mystically this really happens, even if we do
not know everything that happens. The more a man converts, the more
people convert, and therefore the search for theunion with God and with
Heaven and to pray for all has effects on us more or less unknown on the
mystical body of humanity. With our holiness chased to ever higher
levels we gradually bring humanity to be increasingly included in the
mystical body of Jesus, on which salvation depends. At least to be in God
because they live more like God pleases. With the Rosary we can fill
humanity with divine love, and this is what saves most, even where
often there does not seem to be hope in our eyes, because divine love,
love truthfully, redeems and saves, often and willingly also people who
do not live as Christians. But we must help men to receive it.
So we pray for everyone to bring many souls with us to Heaven. It
depends on each of us how others will be around us. Every person full of
Heaven brings with him many other men and raises the world making
him rise again from spiritual death. If you love God and in God others
you will see Heaven appear in them, and you will enjoy the beauty of life
better with joy of life. If you hate or despise them, it could harm them,
and perhaps you too. So Love in the truth, loving with humanity and

affection, and nothing else, so you will easily open the doors of the
Kingdom of Heaven to others. This is the Christian's life program.
However, to point out occasionally when it is necessary to others with
sincere affection what is right and what is wrong is not that it is not
Love,in fact to admonish sinners (possibly without hatred and contempt,
unless they are doing shameful things and must understand that they
must be ashamed), admonishing sinners is one of the seven works of
spiritual mercy.

9. Creation
Do you think you really know the Creation you live in? Do you think
you know, understand the meaning of this simple word? Do you think
you have real knowledge of everything that you have known and
experienced in your life, often trivializing it and sterilizing it as if it were
always the same boring and banal thing? Do you think it was more
beautiful or ugly if you always saw it as a child as a fresh novelty, in
which to see the creative presence "above the natural" of God? If you do
not look at the world and life with the eyes of the heart open, you do not
see what's inside it all there is. And if you do not see it it will not emerge
out a little at a time in its supernatural and divine beauty. Love and He
will show you the true hidden world, that your rationalistic judgments
and prejudices and purely human thought have sterilized. Creation is
transformed into better with good and worse with evil. Life and the world
in which we live is the result of what is in the inner life of men. The same
is true for our personal life. Do you want to enter the new creation,
together with Jesus? It is partly a mirror, a reflection of what is in the
inner life. A small mirror of what God sees that gives you directions to go
higher and higher, or to understand what there is to put in place
spiritually, or to understand what God tells you to do. A reflection
because the completeness of all this is not only in the material world.
The judgments and prejudices of a not too humble and elastic mind
freeze Creation and prevent divine creative Love. Everything is within a
matrix that unites men and God and Heaven, and also what is in our
personal life depends on our personal matrix in which we wanted to
believe in all our personal life. How much this matrix that regulates

things is holy and / or sinful depends and has depended on us, for the
world but especially for what is around our personal life. To have as
savior Jesus saves us from what is not good for this matrix and creation,
and the more we pray, we follow Him and serve, and the matrix and
creation become better and we drag a little at a time the world behind us
towards something better and increasingly aimed at eternal life. The sins
of the past have sterilized and abused the personal life around us. Good
things, on the other hand, give it life, value and colors. From this point
on it is better to love only beautiful and good things and avoid bad ones.
Replace bad things by putting in their place the good things that are
good for the heart and soul, and above all for eternal life. The world is
much better if you help it to live in God without condemning it and
hating it, but avoiding that which is not good. However, sin is judged and
it is said with charity that it is not good and that it is not God's will (even
though small things and little fault are not dangerous and we must not
make fanatics, there is also the Mercy of God. God,and our not wanting
to act as intransigent and rigorous). But the sinner is not condemned
together with sin, he seeks with love and sweetness to remove him from
sin, why only Jesus can judge with perfection the life and the heart that
only He knows of people. The easy judgments of condemning hell, our
being intransigent rather than loving others, do not bring our love and
God and communion with God and Christ where there was often little evil
and many good things, where it was probably easy to get salvation. It is
not up to us to decide the condemnation of others, it is up to us to do
what the Holy Spirit in our heart inspires us to obtain the salvation of
others. With our prayers we have unimaginable powers, but they are
things that are seen as we approach God and Heaven with prayer. We
must move from ease to hatred and contempt of others that the devil
has taught so much to the world, and develop and convert the desires of
the heart and of thesoul to intercede the possibility of salvation for
others. It can not be reached in a moment, it is the fruit of gradually
converting the heart to the will of the eternal good of all, matured with
many small good prayers and dialogues with God and Jesus and Mary for
others.

10. Everything was created from the Word of God.

Not everything that science says is born of a true truth, but
sometimes the deceptions of science are a consequence of the great sin
that exists in the world. Everything is created and recreated by God,
generated and regenerated on the basis of what men in the trial life
build. If people are united to Christ and His Gospel without departing
from it or playing to distort it according to human conveniences, Creation
reflects the increasingly revealed and manifested knowledge of God. If
people turn away from Christ and Heaven the devil It takes a while at a
time a creation that is more and more false, ugly, deceptive and
misleading. Are you sure it's all true, in the Creation subjugated to the
more or less great communion of men with God, what science has
discovered? Are you more sure of the cavemen and monkey men who
could be a material deception born of hell, along with UFOs and stuff like
that, or are you more sure of the possibility that the story of Adam and
Eve is perhaps not a fairytale? Do you want to be a child of God or a son
of monkeys or aliens? We Christians call the demon monkey of God. He
is as subtle as he plays with men, he likes them to be only animals that
feel free, while they are slaves to a prison of false ideologies for their
minds.
Everything was created by the Word of God. Everything is recreated and
regenerated daily by God, even if it is limited to what men allow and how
much they value things His and His Word. In the Word of God there is
the divine power, and on it is based and is based every day God to work
the material creation. Even what you are is recreated and regenerable
with the Word of God, and through your trying to read the Bible better
from day to day and become a new creation in Christ. Perhaps so far, life
has only given you sterile words. Change the matrix of ideas, let alone
what the world taught you and let God teach the Truth, especially from
the Gospel and the New Testament. The truth of the spirit of the world
you do not know where it takes you,the Word of God leads you to be a
child of God and to go to Heaven. Let the Word heal you and give you
advice, care and transform you. Let the Word of God give you moral and
religious teachings on how you are a most beautiful person before
Heaven. Learn to think according to Heaven and not according to the
world. Replace the sinful personal matrix with that taught by God to
men, ask Jesus to save you from the old system of ideas and to teach
you to meditate on Truth. Together with you the world will follow you in a

matrix of ideas and conception of life more pleasing to God, more and
more. These are the codes of true life that lasts forever, life as God
taught it to us.Let the Word of God give you moral and religious
teachings on how you are a most beautiful person before Heaven. Learn
to think according to Heaven and not according to the world. Replace the
sinful personal matrix with that taught by God to men, ask Jesus to save
you from the old system of ideas and to teach you to meditate on Truth.
Together with you the world will follow you in a matrix of ideas and
conception of life more pleasing to God, more and more. These are the
codes of true life that lasts forever, life as God taught it to us.Let the
Word of God give you moral and religious teachings on how you are a
most beautiful person before Heaven. Learn to think according to Heaven
and not according to the world. Replace the sinful personal matrix with
that taught by God to men, ask Jesus to save you from the old system of
ideas and to teach you to meditate on Truth. Together with you the world
will follow you in a matrix of ideas and conception of life more pleasing
to God, more and more. These are the codes of true life that lasts
forever, life as God taught it to us.Together with you the world will follow
you in a matrix of ideas and conception of life more pleasing to God,
more and more. These are the codes of true life that lasts forever, life as
God taught it to us.Together with you the world will follow you in a
matrix of ideas and conception of life more pleasing to God, more and
more. These are the codes of true life that lasts forever, life as God
taught it to us.
You too are a word of God with its matrix more or less dirty or improved
by yourself in the course of life (purifying by praying), and you must find
out who you really are in your project and how to realize who you really
are. Are you Gioia? Are you Forgiveness? Are you Pace? Are you Charity?
Who are you? Which your true vocation to be fulfilled in the course of
life? Ask God, and use the talents and charisms that form the qualities of
your person, which are part of what God has said about you with great
love when He created you, to bear fruits of eternal life for you and for
many others. This is what God's Will needs for you. To really realize you
in your essence. The life you have lived up to now does not judge it with
uncompromising hardness and without mercy. Somehow you will
discover that much of your past is useful to you. You were perhaps out of
the way, but it is always useful to God's plan written on you in your heart
and soul, to get better and better every day to realize the purpose of

your life.But repent of all the time lost in useless and worthless things
(time is precious) and the sins against conscience that you have
committed. Repent, confess, make rosaries in reparation, forgiveness,
atonement and purification of such things. If you needed exorcism, the
Rosary prayed to be exorcised by evil, by the devil, works wonders and
painlessly (you do not have to have exorcists available for this, no more
exorcist strength of the Madonna has none). Regarding the sins in
thoughts, words, deeds and omissions without too much awareness of
having made them are less serious but you should also deal with those
with prayer, fasting or penance.If you needed exorcism, the Rosary
prayed to be exorcised by evil, by the devil, works wonders and
painlessly (you do not have to have exorcists available for this, no more
exorcist strength of the Madonna has none). Regarding the sins in
thoughts, words, deeds and omissions without too much awareness of
having made them are less serious but you should also deal with those
with prayer, fasting or penance.If you needed exorcism, the Rosary
prayed to be exorcised by evil, by the devil, works wonders and
painlessly (you do not have to have exorcists available for this, no more
exorcist strength of the Madonna has none). Regarding the sins in
thoughts, words, deeds and omissions without too much awareness of
having made them are less serious but you should also deal with those
with prayer, fasting or penance.fasting or penance.fasting or penance.

11. The deception of the rigid and non-elastic mind, the conv
ersion of the mind and of the heart
Are you sure you know how to use your mind? Are you sure you
can not exceed that 4% of mind use to progressively get to a more
intelligent and brilliant mind? Do you know what the heart is and its
potential for your good and all, or have you turned it off and half-dead?
Do you have a mind and a heart that contemplate the sun of God in all
or by force of loving things of dubious value have you regressed and
have not developed at high levels that gift you had to see the sun, the
light of God in everything? Do you want to return to love life as a child
full of joy playing with his divine Father?
The world lived and loved in a manner not too pleasing to God has

extinguished in many of you the ability to use the mind and the heart.
Do not be surprised by anything, do not look for the meaning of life
anymore, believe that you have already understood everything there is
to understand. You are blind sages and intellectuals who talk about
Creation and Life with the pride of knowing more about who sees the
existence of God in all of Creation, which is often considered naive
dreamers based on fairy tales.
Pride and pride sterilize the mind and harden the heart, making it blind
and rigid mentally, and removing the desire to participate with their love
and prayer and good deeds to a happier and happier world. Who does
not know why of life, by dint of having forgotten it, does not care to be
part of it and to collaborate in the way that pleases God to this immense
life. It would be enough to be people of prayer to do so much already.
The mind and the heart need not be rigid but elastic to bend to a better
and higher life as the Lord leads us higher. Paradise is a sea of real life
full of colors and wisdom of God. If Heaven is a sterile, boring and
monotonous idea for you, this is a sign that you are not full of Heaven
and that your spiritual mind is rigid and your heart is off in sleep and
maybe a little dead. Life is not awake and does not reveal itself to you in
the over-natural of God if you are in these conditions.
If you want to solve the problem, start by consecrating yourself every
day to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Immaculate Heart of Mary. Ask
the Holy Head of Jesus to convert the way you think of your mind. Learn
to thank often and willingly for a long time, repeatedly repeating the
same thanks, to clear your head from negative thinking and allow your
heart to open like a flower to the warm rays of the sun of God, and to
take possession and dominion of your head of your mind. Often the mind
is dispersed in stupid things, but to live in good relationship with yourself
and with Heaven and with others you must allow the Divine Love and
your heart to keep you in God. Live for the Peace of God and give the
Peace of God to others. Pray often for the Rosary for everyone and fill
the world with Love, and thus your heart will become strong,healthy and
robust. Forgive everyone if possible one by one, starting with your
parents and loved ones, even though you may not know it and you are
not aware of it, there are so many wounds and bitterness accumulated
among you. As a hive every cell of your heart has a person in your life,
and this little cell does not have to be full of bad things but good honey,
good feelings. And life will be sweeter. Forgive and you will be forgiven,

forgive and you will feel much better, always better. Pray for each for a
long timeof good feelings. And life will be sweeter. Forgive and you will
be forgiven, forgive and you will feel much better, always better. Pray for
each for a long timeof good feelings. And life will be sweeter. Forgive and
you will be forgiven, forgive and you will feel much better, always better.
Pray for each for a long time until you feel that the love of God flowing
through you has resolved rancor and division and healed your wounds.
And now the heart will work fine and you will no longer be a weak, you
will be a strong person who enjoys life in the Love and Spirit of Truth of
God who owns you. Praise and bless the Lord to live in friendship and
love relationship. Bless the friends and the enemies (after having said a
prayer of forgiveness towards them) so that the world around you may
be in the Grace and Love of God. Read the Word of the Gospel and the
letters of the Apostles and try to become better at understanding the
holy teachings that a superb and rigid mind does not understand.
Become a hacker of God and true holy life, be elastic.
By doing these things you will get out of the old way of seeing and living
the life to which you unconsciously got used to it thinking it was the true
truth. And this will change many things.

12. God speaks to everyone every day, it is up to us to get in tune
and participate with His paternal continuous guide. There is
humility, what is pride
Have you ever heard of your conscience? Have you ever heard that
there is something more? Have you ever experienced strange
coincidences and experiences that have raised questions? Now this much
more will happen, why you are grafted into Truth, Knowledge, Divine
Love, and God recognizes you more. The Father has always followed you
and loved you, but he has always remained at the distance you allowed
him to stay. Do you accept that now He is present in your personal life?
It will grow more and more His presence in your life, but will start from
humble and simple things that only you will understand and that others
would not understand, perhaps giving you crazy. He can give you much
more than you currently live and have lived. Come to the true life that
He offers you. Part small and light and it becomes bigger and more

intense. He speaks to each of us every day, in our conscience, but how
much inner silence and inner listening do we have? Is our conscience
alive and great, or was it dead and buried? The paternal affection of God
is sweet, good and wonderful.It is a marvelous experience that makes
you finally feel loved, protected, in the secure home you have always
looked for, that is, your good and paternal love. Feel immersed in Him
and His grace, and learn to approach the presence of God who would like
to live together with His children. Be a person of prayer, of listening and
of love. Learn to make many small prayers suggested by the heart during
the day, to thank and praise God, for your needs, for others. Open the
eyes of the heart and see and appreciate what God gives you every day.
Love the world with what is written and poured into your heart, with
what is Word of Love in the heart, why you are Love and you must love,
do not just keep for yourself Love and the good things you receive, what
you can share, love, attract your brothers with you to be a beautiful
family in God. Small testimonies according to their abilities they do a
great eternal good to others. If you do not know how to speak aloud
write your testimony and give photocopies to many people who need
things so precious to the soul. Or use the internet. More from words to
others who speak of God well, and more God will talk to you and give
you graces and personal signs, make you grow with him. You can also
share this text or other things that you did not write but that speak good
men to God God will approach you with precious graces and blessings.
Enter in harmony and harmony with the daily fatherly guidance of God
and of Jesus and Mary.The Holy Spirit will help you to be a true child of
the Father. But it takes humility, to care for God, to cherish holy or true
things, to care for others and to have the good of one's soul at heart. In
this consists humility. The proud ones close mind and heart to
everything, they live only for themselves and for their own selfish
desires, while God leaves them progressively to themselves as they
become increasingly poor. Pride makes us descend into the quality of life,
humility grows in the quality of life, together with Love. Without
honoring, respecting, fearing God with filial trust, and valuing others for
what is good in them, we are not humble seriously.have the others at
heart and have the good of your soul at heart. In this consists humility.
The proud ones close mind and heart to everything, they live only for
themselves and for their own selfish desires, while God leaves them
progressively to themselves as they become increasingly poor. Pride

makes us descend into the quality of life, humility grows in the quality of
life, together with Love. Without honoring, respecting, fearing God with
filial trust, and valuing others for what is good in them, we are not
humble seriously.have the others at heart and have the good of your
soul at heart. In this consists humility. The proud ones close mind and
heart to everything, they live only for themselves and for their own
selfish desires, while God leaves them progressively to themselves as
they become increasingly poor. Pride makes us descend into the quality
of life, humility grows in the quality of life, together with Love. Without
honoring, respecting, fearing God with filial trust, and valuing others for
what is good in them, we are not humble seriously.Pride makes us
descend into the quality of life, humility grows in the quality of life,
together with Love. Without honoring, respecting, fearing God with filial
trust, and valuing others for what is good in them, we are not humble
seriously.Pride makes us descend into the quality of life, humility grows
in the quality of life, together with Love. Without honoring, respecting,
fearing God with filial trust, and valuing others for what is good in them,
we are not humble seriously. Because everything that depends on him
depends on our life, depends on our destiny, therefore we honor the
Trinity and Our Lady and try to love others with fraternal affection. If we
do not love the others we see we can not say we love God we do not see
(but we can see sooner or later as we open our spiritual eyes).

13. What we think and think about is what we are. Renew the
thinking that lives there
Do you know yourself in what you are? Do you know who you are
and what are you? Do you really know each other? Do you love yourself
in the love of God or do you love yourself in the flesh? And are you sure
you love you?
What we have thought and think in life is what we are in the world of the
soul, it is our spiritual matrix, and we are so influenced by what the
world has made us believe in truth. But it is we who have elaborated
everything in a personal way, saying something and not something. And
something bho . So ultimately what we really are is what we decided on.
We do not waste time blaming everything and everyone, we are the ones

who have decided or have not done much about ourselves. Judgment on
ourselves is a question of what is personal to us in the course of life, not
of what is the business of others. Our personal world and life are a
consequence of what we personally wanted to be and do, of how we
wanted to manage things and experiences. This is why Jesus Christ is
needed, for this reason we need the confession of sins with honesty and
sincerity without accusing others but blaming themselves transparently
and humbly with repentance before the heavens of our own sins and
mistakes. This makes us transparent and true before Heaven. Being true
men also depends on knowing how to recognize sinners and imperfect
ones.So you throw the masks and hypocrisy.
Through the often thank for your life, after having asked for forgiveness
of sins, we bring her back to the Light of God and free her from the
darkness. Let us put ourselves before the Crucified and long often pray
for the various sins and wrong volunteers of our life, in reparation,
forgiveness and redemption. We use the Rosary, or the Chaplet of Divine
Mercy, or prayers that the heart suggests. For example, if we have
committed sins in sexuality, we ask for forgiveness and redemption from
God through the merits of chastity of Jesus and Mary and we pray so
many of our Father. So also for any kind of sin that our conscience,
listened to with inner silence, tells us to solve. Let us empty ourselves of
sin and its heaviness, we become light and ever happier and joyful and
in peace, just like children. They have a 'light soul and without wounds
of life. And to truly live the Kingdom of Heaven we must become light,
poor in spirit.
Thought in God can lead to a life full of miracles, full of supernatural
manifestations. But to bring the thought back to God we must nourish
ourselves with His Word and with the messages of Jesus and Mary
(which are easily found on the Internet in various Catholic sites) because
it is through adhering to the Word, wanting to believe in It and His
promises. , by means of faith, of wanting to believe, that it transforms
our heart and our faith from being a house built to good, on the sand,
which falls on the first storm, to being a well built house, built on the
rock, that does not fall. Do you want to be anchored to God that lasts
forever or to the way of thinking of the world which is only a deception,
and often leads to perdition, if it incites to sin?

14. The best world recreated in God
It is possible for you to accomplish much greater things than you
think, perhaps you will not see much, until God in Heaven shows you
everything, but you can help a better world live for God with eyes lifted
up to Heaven. The best world starts from us, it is from the heart of each
of us that a better world starts, from the truthful redemptive Love of
which we fill the world. We are responsible for amarl or charity, to make
it better, and without seeking our own materialistic and selfish terrain.
And we will be rewarded by God with a fantastic life, because the good
done returns us back a little at a time, in the ways of God.
We pray for the world according to its real spiritual needs (for example
reparation and forgiveness of sins, or because there is Faith alive and
true in the world, Spirit of Charity and Love everywhere, intense prayer
of many because so is born a ' Better humanity more united to God,
resurrection of the world in the Knowledge of God and of the celestial
Love, evangelization of quality and value on the part of consecrated
persons and Christians for those who are far from God, or else we think
we need the eternal good of all). We do this and we will live better in the
world, and like us too many others thanks to us. If we hate the world
and condemn it, it might despise us and make life difficult for us he feels
hated. But if we love it and help to rise again with our prayers, good
works and Christian witness, it will in some way respect and enhance us
more and more, if it feels real. Only True Love is the true point of
departure and the true goal, the greatest yearning of our souls. There
are those who look for him one way in another, but we now have the
conscience and the knowledge of what we are looking for. Only True Love
is the true highest sense to which we tend for our whole life.
Behind the matrix of the past as a sinner, to be overcome through the
redemption offered by Jesus Christ for free, there is the matrix of God
created in us by the words of Life (which in their own possibilities
inherent in one's own state of life). A family mother must think of the
family and pray, a young person can think of consecrating himself,
another can go to evangelize and maybe follow the Gospel radically. A
man who works can offer his daily work to Jesus and to the Father and
make a life of prayer in his possibilities. A student girl at the university
can also serve the poor. Ask God for his advice on how to manage your
earthly life, pray and listen with your heart, sooner or later the answers

come.
Behind the conversion to the words of Life that replace the spirit of the
world, behind practicing the heavenly teachings, there is the mystical
spiritual presence of the Kingdom of Heaven in our life. We are in the
possibility of actively and consciously relating with Heaven, with the
inhabitants of Heaven, with Jesus, with Our Lady, with the eternal Father,
in the Communion of Saints given by the Holy Spirit. Behind this there is
recreated creation, in continuous recreation, in which we will see in the
material world the creative action of God around us. It takes heart
awake to see it, it is your sixth sense and the simplicity that will guide
you, do not trust too much of the reason that wants to rationalize
everything. The sixth sense is a gift from God.
Follow Jesus in the New Creation, and remember that it is always time to
make you recognize and understand a teaching of your Father.
And then at the end there is Gaia, the Kingdom of Heaven truly present
materially among us. There are many who live in the trial deciding with
their lives if they are saved and there are those who live in
accompaniment to those who live in the trial, hoping to enter together in
the glory and resurrection of the revelation of the children of God. You
have the possibility to allow Heaven to manifest itself in this world,
because it normally does so in disguise. But the veil does not remove it
from you, little by little the degree of communion with Heaven reached,
do not be presumptuous to want to force Gaia to reveal herself because
forced. It is light and does not appreciate the lack of spiritual kindness.
However, Gaia is not all of Heaven, she is mestizo, but if you live in the
divine Love she also lives in Love and is always somehow at your service.
In the world, in disguise and in ways we say slightly hackers and
invisible to sleeping eyes, hard to recognize, the forces of Good and evil
struggle for souls. As they do it spiritually and mystically in the spiritual
Hells, in light measures they also do it materially, without interfering too
much with the free will of men, without interfering too much on the
balance of Love and free will to which the world is subjected, property of
God. If you are in the love of God, in divine love, nothing can do you
serious harm, apart from the obviously bad things.However, for safety I
advise you to follow only the celestial Gaia, and even before Jesus and
Mary present spiritually, and help the purging Gaia. Regarding the Gaia
who lives in the worldly love and selfishness left them aside, they can
give good blessings but may in time try to get away from the real things.

The truth is that the world must follow us to God and Heaven, not us to
follow them and be deceived. And so the world will have less crap
propitious born of the sins of humanity and, willy-nilly, it will be more or
less softly forced to be more heavenly.they can give good blessings but
they may eventually try to get away from the real things. The truth is
that the world must follow us to God and Heaven, not us to follow them
and be deceived. And so the world will have less crap propitious born of
the sins of humanity and, willy-nilly, it will be more or less softly forced
to be more heavenly.they can give good blessings but they may
eventually try to get away from the real things. The truth is that the
world must follow us to God and Heaven, not us to follow them and be
deceived. And so the world will have less crap propitious born of the sins
of humanity and, willy-nilly, it will be more or less softly forced to be
more heavenly.
So love heavenly Gaia, which is full of heavenly and divine love and
beware of imitations.
Follow Jesus Christ, the present Heaven mystically and materially, love
heavenly Gaia and regard the rest of Gaia and of the world they are to
follow us, whether they like it or not like it so much. You follow and serve
Christ, and Gaia follows you and reveals himself to you as you drag her
behind Jesus and you bringing her back to God and to Christ. Love Christ
by continuing to follow and serve Christ because everything and
everyone mystically follow you to God and Heaven. Think of the heavenly
love and to value it, together with the Truth, to live it seriously, the rest
is secondary. You may eventually become able to understand the
imperfect love of the worldly world but it is certainly not a concern of the
first years of mystical life with Christ. A little at a time the teaching of
the Father will possess the hearts of all and empty them of the spirit of
the world by filling them with the spirit of the Gospel and the heart of
Jesus (more or less willing) to make them desire to live according to
Heaven, more and more loose from the power of the devil.
However it is normal that in obtaining the good of others there are not
only victories, but also defeats. You will still be rewarded for the effort.
Heaven and Gaia will own roughly everything in their influence (or avran
submissive), if you are Saints and were in good communion with God
and Jesus Christ and the Virgin Mary, in the Grace and Holy Spirit, if you
live in the Love Divine. If it were not so there would be less friend and
interested, if you do not cleanse yourself from sins and do not do good,

now that you know it will love you less or less. If many people allow
Heaven to own the Earth well, this will greatly improve the world.
Know that the bad guys have a bad world because of their faults and
rebellion in Heaven, and the very bad have horror in their lives, it is the
evil they have chosen and they die in their grave sin. You are placed in a
marvelous situation, the servants of evil have the opposite. They are
very badly placed, but you can not do much for those who have chosen
evil and do not want to repent and convert to salvation and goodness.
Amen ... Gaia is Vera and does not love who is bad.
On the other hand, those who live in Love love it to the extent of their
merits. He gives him precious graces and blessings. Sometimes he gives
him precious gifts.
If you also fall for nonsense or even for serious sins always trust in the
tenderness and mercy of God, repent, reconcile yourself to God with
good deeds and prayers and easily regain friendship with God. Penance
or giving sheets of evangelization are very powerful to solve things in
difficult situations. He has no interest in losing you, losing His children,
you are precious to Him. Now even more, much more. Do not consider
Gaia what is bad, look for the living Love to find Gaia. It is Love practiced
in the ways that Jesus likes that will lead you to Gaia. Gaia is the
Kingdom of Heaven hidden among you, and as I will say in a later
chapter, some Saints have made their experiences.
Gaia is the Kingdom of Heaven hidden among you.
However, the mystery of Gaia is I see / I do not see. There is a veil of
mystery in which revelation passes through a progressive purification
and liberation of what is in the midst of the Divine Truth and Love which
fills and unites the Creation, and is reached through goodness and Love.
Love generates Love, and Love is the basis of true Truth, which would
not be true Truth without it. You have to play to climb together with God
towards Heaven, rather than trying to take away some kind of veil. Be a
little bit actors and protagonists in this fantastic life. Remember,
however, always that your homeland and yearning for the heart is
Paradise, in which you will live happily ever after in perfect eternal union
with the Lord. All of this is a prelude to Paradise, but it is not yet
Paradise, where only there will you be in complete and perfect
happiness, where there is much more than what is in this Earth. Now
you have the task of becoming life alive in Christ because through all of
us who (I hope for you), we want to follow Jesus, the mystical body of

humanity is more Vivid and True in Christ. The more you live the Gospel
and the things you have understood, the more you will discover.
Luke 17, 21
... no one will say: Here it is, o: there it is. Because the kingdom of God
is among you! ».

15. The world purposely enslaved to spiritual ignorance by the
elites of power
Do you still believe in the world you believed in, after what you
read? The world as they are known by those who are far from God is
deliberately subjected to ignorance, to spiritual sleep and to a
materialism and unbridled consumerism, living as a function of money. It
is meant to make you blind, sterile and spiritually animals, far from God
and True Life, losing yourself and feeling more and more empty inside,
filled with spiritually and metaphorically diabolical deceptions like
vampires, zombies, werewolves and the like (there are meanings of
possible types of damnation) to make you want to everyone the form of
evil that most attracts him, from the elite of shameful and unworthy
power of dignity that follow and serve the devil. Freemasonry, Illuminati,
Bilderberg and companies of similar offenders play with the spiritual life
of the masses, in exchange for earthly power and wealth that they want
from the devil for their services. Politics is also orchestrated by these
powerful people who guide and influence them in endless debates
against everyone, only to keep the intellectuals and the essays taken
from these ephemeral things, while in reality the real projects of
enslavement and enslavement of the masses are much more subtle and
they are based on fostering a false freedom that is only libertinage, and
a progressive destruction of all moral values, of Truth, of justice, of
spirituality and of Love is in men. They are also good at making sure that
the rebels to the system fight for a better world but believe in other
ideals that do not lead to Heaven anyway, because they promote hatred
of the Church and religion and also of society as a thing to fight, not to
love. The same is done with the control of television and public
information. Who has money and influence in the world of adults can do
so many things, when men are sinners and far from God. Even in the

Vatican have their infiltrators for centuries that are now very strong.
Influence and subtly destroy the precious treasure of the Church so that
the faith in the whole world is lost starting from Christians. The diffusion
of religious and political doctrines that have Light in something of them
but together with heresies is used to tell you: "here there is a little more
interesting and less boring light of Catholic Christianity, abandoned those
tales of Christians! "While in reality in Catholic Christianity there is all the
Light of God, only that we Catholics tend not to understand enough in
what we believe and to live in.
Today's civil society has deep moral values inherited from Christianity
(valorisation of women , service to the weak and poor, the social good of
the people) and now defines it as the opium of the peoples .. Before
Christianity and the Church, however, these things were not there, but
only the crusades in the great reason of the atheists are known, without
know that they are playing because many pilgrims were martyred by
Muslims in Palestine. Or about the witches, you do not know how much
damage the eternal caused to people. Neither do I agree on certain
harsh methods and certainly not to be praised, but perhaps you are also
too light and easy to judge and condemn the Church which has also
made an enormous amount of holy, good and just works which you do
not keep never count. And then, the Sacraments and the Word explained
and more understandable was the true Church of all time to give it to
you. Who is saved without the Truth that saves, without the Love that
saves, without the Gospel that saves, without the Sacraments that save?
You often want to save yourself only from the duty to make spiritual
efforts in this life, from having to carry a Christian cross,whereas, in
reality, false freedom gives you much heavier and more difficult crosses,
but you do not have the ability to understand it why you do not know the
strength that comes from grace and the weakness that comes from sin.
This is all the reason for the many excuses you use. You do not want to
do spiritual work. But those who do not want to commit themselves to
something good will not be great in eternity. While to the religion you
say that it is opium of the people (from which "finally" you are so free to
enjoy what it seems and like), today's worldly humanity that likes these
strong powers of which I spoke speak only of football, of which time will
do, what is at the cinema and how much they love their animals. Then
we Christians tell us that we must have a more open mind. If you have
reached this point in reading I think you have realized that something is

in the minds of Christians. Not of all, I admit it, but I know many
Christians with a capital C.There is much of mine, in what I have said,
but I have followed many charismatic Catholics and true Christians as I
grew up on the journey, besides the Scriptures and the messages of
Jesus and Mary.
The influence of original sin committed in disobedience to God has been
to bring us to see good as a bad, boring thing, which we do not like and
that we do not earn anything, and to see good often in evil. And also to
trust too much of the tempter. A Rosary in purification, redemption,
atonement for original sin is a good idea, since baptisms have been
doing very well for some decades, without exorcism and serious
purification. After it works better ( because basically we are creatures,
did not you understand?). Even devotion to Our Lady conceived without
sin removes us from the influence of original sin, devotees to Our Lady
have an extra gear (sometimes many more marches).
Only with God we are children of God who live the divine life offered and
shared with us by the Father if we do His Will (it is not our property, we
do not create it ourselves, we receive it through Jesus and His Gospel
and Prayer and His true Sacraments).
The presumed life of "the" selfish who do not need God, who think only
of themselves as the spirit of the world teaches is just a shameful
deception, a mimic false imitation of the truth, which hide us the
servants of evil and the devil manipulating the world for the kind of
thinking they want the masses to have. A mockery while they hide you
that without God and Jesus you are nothing and you do not go
anywhere.
In the modern world the Church is divided into two. The false church
that pleases the worldly desires, which is renewed, modernizes itself,
which pleases the way of feeling of the world, which promotes social
works, dialogue with those who are in heresy at the expense of true
Truth and dogmas. The false ecumenical and humanitarian modernist
church, centered on the needs of temporal man, on a better world made
with great illusion and ingenuousness by the hands of men, but not
coming from a spiritual elevation of men, not from a fusion of souls with
the Sky. It is only a deception that attempts to demolish the true faith,
designed over many decades by strong elites . They want to create a
cong regimentation of religions, of religious leaders, in a single world
religion that pleases everyone but forgets Jesus Christ because it is

inconvenient and not politically correct . It is not clerically correct , for a
church that wants to keep up with the times and wants to be able to
embrace everyone, without excluding anyone. And so for the
reconciliation between Catholics and Protestants and other churches out
of the correct truth without heresies, we are thinking of creating a new
"mass" in which all focuses on the Word and puts aside the Eucharistic
sacrifice in which Jesus in these two thousand years has continually
renewed His passion and death, to save us from our sins, to make our
salvation and resurrection. No longer "Holy Mass", but an ecumenical
"celebration of the Word", in which one would like to use bread only as
an ethereal blessed symbol of the union of Christian believers, whatever
origin they may have, but without Christ's more consecrated presence.
In practice, the abomination of desolation mentioned in the Bible. A false
communion not to be done. Without the real sacrifice of Christ, which
can only be celebrated with the words that the Canon of the Catholic
Church established the only valid ones for the transubstantiation of
bread and wine, without this the world will live the wrath of God that His
Son appeased for us. Look for priests who remain faithful to the old Mass
because this farce of the "celebration of the Word" is already beginning
to take hold. Talk to the Priests about these things, because they are not
always good at understanding the deceptions of modernism.
The True Catholic Church, on the other hand, is strongly anchored in the
faith that has always been part of the Catholic Church in these two
thousand years. The teachings given by Jesus do not change, they can
not be changed by the human will. "The Heavens and the Earth will pass,
but my Word will not pass," he said. The Word of Jesus and the Tradition
of the Church are always the same doctrine to be discovered more
deeply, not to be distorted by virtue of the desire to make a gospel for
bourgeois people who do not want to make any sacrifice and spiritual
effort, which wants to be said: you will be saved even if you do not think
to save yourselves! The saints are the best spiritual guides, their
example, according to our possibilities, it is wise to imitate it. The
sacraments of all time was Jesus who instituted them. The Church is not
in charge of the Word and teachings of God,but she is an administrator
who conforms to the Word and to what God has given, by converting
herself, not by converting the Word to what she would like best. The True
Church believes in the Justice of God and fears it with respect, believes
in Mercy not separated from Truth. He believes in the need for

sanctification and daily conversion. He believes in carrying his daily cross
every day, knowing that often God and Jesus give the blessed
manifestation of the gifts of Heaven. This is the True Church. Inserted
into today's world but firm in what remains forever.He believes in the
need for sanctification and daily conversion. He believes in carrying his
daily cross every day, knowing that often God and Jesus give the blessed
manifestation of the gifts of Heaven. This is the True Church. Inserted
into today's world but firm in what remains forever.He believes in the
need for sanctification and daily conversion. He believes in carrying his
daily cross every day, knowing that often God and Jesus give the blessed
manifestation of the gifts of Heaven. This is the True Church. Inserted
into today's world but firm in what remains forever.
Before the Return of Jesus in Glory there will be some heavy deception in
the world. The Return of Jesus, as the Gospels clearly say, will be His
appearance in the open heaven together with the Angels and Saints of
the first resurrection. It will then descend on the glorious Earth of divine
glory to judge men. Believers and good and humble people (in the
course of their lives) will be saved. The sinners with dishonest or no
repentance will find themselves having to go to hell. But before this
happens the world is - and much more will be - purified by the Great
Tribulation. What is happening in the Church is purification and cr ogi u
of refining for true Christians, but more and more will happen the things
predicted in manifest ways also for the world. With all that we have
sinned we men do not feel innocent and need no purification. Those who
remain firm in the true faith will be saved. Soon the Great Warning will
come, in which Jesus will show each of us the film of his life with the
eyes of God and not with ours, making us see where we are going. This
will be frightful and terrible for those who have grave sins that are not
confessed. Many will die of fear and pain, even some priests who have
not done their duty. We pray for their souls and for us to prepare
ourselves, it will not be easy. There will be the first Rapture of the elect.
There will be a period of peace and then nuclear war (to tell the truth I
do not know if the war will begin before or after the Great Warning),
which will be "magically" stopped by a charismatic and bewitching
politician who over time will make Jesus believe he is back on earth. He
will be the antichrist, and the peace that leads among the warring
nations will be only a thing studied at a table (like the war) by the
powerful elites for their final plan for damnation of souls and for control

of the planet. He will be seen as the savior of the world, he will be
adored by many, he will show love and affection and concern for the
masses. Promote social works in favor of the poor, food to the people
without wealth, microchip on the hand or head, to buy and sell (who
accepts it can say goodbye to his soul and Paradise), will say that he
knows how to give men eternal life in this world through technology. The
exact opposite of what Jesus has done, opposite methods that will please
both those who are mundane and not of God.
Take stock of food with long preservation and avoid taking an interest in
this man, it is dangerous. Let it be of interest to him. Also because he
will know how to explain the Bible with seemingly ingenious arguments
all contrary to genuine Christian teachings of all time, and then he will
say things like some gospel passages teach us to get full of money and
wealth or things like that. Through him the elite will seek to take over
the whole world, while he will proclaim himself God and seek to be
worshiped, and will persecute Christians because they unmask him. The
only world religion will treat him as if he were the 21st century messiah.
Only they will enjoy this much-dreamed power of the false and unlucky
New World Order for only an hour. Then the return of Jesus will destroy
all this and humanity will remain inserted in the only true order that
exists and guarantees the life, or the Will of God, or what God likes for
the good of His children that only He created, only He followed with
great Love all their life, that only He (together with Heaven and His true
servants) wants their true eternal good. Beware of imitations of those
who only want to reduce you to numbers but for which you do not count
anything, that tell you that they give a lot of material happiness while
playing with your life with hatred and deception disguised by hypocrisy
and a smile on your lips.They consider you unworthy of respect and
nothing, but they are the absolute zero in the history of humanity.
Read the messages given by Jesus on the End Times, to get clearer ideas
on this topic. You can find them on http://mybookoftruth.com/

16. The real heroes
Become great little heroes of Good by following the teachings of

Jesus and Mary in the many messages they give (and found easily on the
internet) and the New Testament, and the examples of Saints starting
from small things rather than things from people who are strong because
they have been strengthened in holiness over the years and in
experience. Experience is learned by living the faith for a long time. Be
humble. Think of charity, frequent prayer, evangelization (at least with
internet, at least spreading the good things you have available). You can
make this book known for the good of others. Everything you give leads
you to a good relationship with the Lord and to progress. It is the
practice that really makes progress. It's what you give. If you do
nothing, it's not that you're doing well. Do not give too much importance
to worldly life and human success but give more importance to holy life
in God, with God and for God. Live in humility and holy fear of God with
trust in His love and mercy that is always ready to get up. Live in
abnegation of soul, aimed at the good and for the good,and far from evil,
live in the spirit of goodwill that will possess you and fill your heart, soul,
mind, by dint of going on, bringing you to happiness. Do not waste time
in defeatism, negative thinking and weakening , in spiritual and practical
inactivity. Time is precious. Use it. Live the present intensely and
actively, live in the present, and willingly and often give the past to God
in the ways you have learned, but at the same time loosen it with trust
in God the Savior, thinking of living the present well. With regard to the
future, God thinks and provides for us, He thinks much better of you in
your future and you live by trusting that He will take care of you, you will
not lack anything. You are called to live for Him and to be useful to His
Kingdom and to the salvation of souls. True glory is what awaits you in
Paradise, given secondary importance to what you will have and receive
in this world.

Conclusion
Apparently the Christian Catholic Truth is a little more beautiful
than perhaps it seemed to many of you. I tell you that very few are
interested. I say this from experience. But why ? Because you just had
to hear the words "Jesus" and "Mary" and immediately you did not care
about the whole speech ... Many of you behave like that, but you see
now how wonderful the knowledge contained within those two Names

was. Now apologize if you know that you have often behaved like that,
and try to work hard to make them a little happy you too, because you
are not the first to have yet to be served. Begin you to make them
happy and the Father. They suffer a lot for men, and you can even give
them a little bit of Love and affection and beautiful words instead of just
claiming from them without wanting to give them something. Would you
know how small they are? Make yourself great to be small?
The truth has made you free, but you will discover how true and
wonderful it is only to persevere in believing and putting it into practice.
The more you follow it the more you live it. The less you follow it, the
less you live it.
The greatest adventure a man can make in life is to know God and truly
know himself. Know that being a Christian is first of all to be in love with
Jesus, of God, of Our Lady, of Paradise. The rest is all a consequence,
first of all you have to be in love. It is in this that is truly understanding
one's being a Christian.
What I have told you is consistent with the Tradition of the Catholic
Church. Many Saints and mystics have seen the material presence of
Heaven in their lives, or of souls in purgatory. Some very strong even of
the devil in some brief experiences for their sanctification and glory in
Heaven. However, the concept of Gaia is very large. Christianity goes
beyond Catholicism in the strict sense, it is more advanced and farreaching. The Gospel is beyond parish Catholicism. It is something that
goes beyond the blinders of a simple and peaceful way of life, without
asking too many questions. Seriously known Catholicism is not contrary
to what I have said, but it depends on what knowledge one has of
Tradition and Catholic doctrine. It is clear that even the lightest
Catholicism is fine,but the true treasures of life offered by Jesus Christ
surpass Christianity as a beautiful parish. However, the true Catholicism
of these two thousand years (especially following the saints of the past
and, if necessary, of spiritual guides who, however, do not have to be
according to the spirit of the world, must be saints), is a solid foundation
of safe teaching and in the Rock for a Christianity as worshipers of God
in Spirit and Truth, even at the highest levels. You may not even accept
what you do not want from what I wrote, if it seems dangerous to you
and you are afraid of your faith. However, I live it in a way that is evident
to me and full of evidence for me in my personal life, so I tell you that
the Kingdom of Heaven truly dwells among us. There is no way to prove

it, you can only live it.
Catholicism understood in the parochial sense has limits in
understanding all the hidden revelation of the New Testament. But you
are on the basis of the True Catholic Church of all time, in the ever valid
Sacraments, but I invite you to go beyond the normal way of conceiving
being Catholic and being Christian. There is much more in life with Jesus
Christ.
What you have read is offered through you to God the Trinity, to Our
Lady and to Heaven as a prayer for the union of the Earth to Heaven and
to Heaven to Earth, ever more dissolved and free from evil; and for the
spiritual resurrection of the world, of humanity; that salvific truth fills the
world; it is consecrated and offered to the Immaculate Heart of Mary for
Her Triumph. Thanks for the contribution. God bless you.
This book was finished writing on October 13th, 2017.
Visit my website www.potenzadellacroce.it to discover much more for
your journey.
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